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rpretation for the response of
cellular autofluorescence to chemical
perturbations assessed using spectral phasor
analysis
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Analytical approaches for sensing cellular NADH conformation from autofluorescence signals have

significance because NADH is a metabolic indicator and endogenous biomarker. Recently, spectral

detection of multiple cellular NADH forms during chemically-induced metabolic response was reported,

however because NADH is solvatochromic and the spectral change is small, the possibility of a non-

metabolic interpretation needs to be considered. Here we investigate the response of UV-excited

autofluorescence to a range of well-known chemicals affecting fermentation, respiration, and oxidative-

stress pathways in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. The two-component nature of the spectral response is

assessed using phasor analysis. By considering a series of physically similar and dissimilar chemicals

acting on multiple pathways, we show how the two-component nature of a spectral response is of

metabolic origin, indicative of whether a single or several pathways have been affected.
Cellular reduced nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide (NADH)
exists in multiple conformations, which is signicant because
the proportions of these forms respond differently to metabolic
conditions.1–3 Real-time metabolic monitoring approaches
sensitive to cellular NADH conformation therefore have bio-
analytical signicance, e.g., in using NADH as a metabolic
indicator and endogenous biomarker,1–9 in monitoring cyto-
toxicity,10,11 or in investigating NADH/reduced nicotinamide
adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NADPH) balance.12,13

Although excited-state, energy-transfer, and anisotropy-
decay measurements on uorescence signals provide direct
physical measures of conformation,1,14,15 we reported the spec-
tral detection of multiple cellular NADH forms,16 of interest due
to the wide availability and straightforward implementation of
spectroscopic methods. By quantifying spectrum shape using
spectral phasor analysis, changes in UV-excited auto-
uorescence spectra in response to different NADH-oxidation
inhibitors (i.e., ethanol and cyanide) were distinguishable and
could not be accounted for using a two-component (e.g., free vs.
bound) model for excited-state emission. Therefore, we
proposed an interpretation in which the non-two-component
behavior in spectrum shape during a metabolic response was
due to the redistribution of NADH forms associated with the
multiple NADH-utilizing pathways.16
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Note a phasor analysis for uorescence lifetime signals is
well established17–19 with a graphical representation useful in
assessing the composition of complex systems and in dis-
tinguishing metabolic states in cells.20–23 Here, a spectral phasor
analysis, initially developed for the rapid identication of
regions within hyperspectral images24,25 and increasingly used
in imaging studies of biological systems,26–30 is used for the
assessment of two-component behavior in the emission signal.

Because NADH is solvatochromic and because conforma-
tions have emission with signicant spectral overlap,31 factors
not indicative of a metabolic response but still affecting emis-
sion spectrum shape are possible, and so a pathway-level
interpretation needs to be demonstrated over a broad range of
metabolic responses. By chemically affecting fermentation,
respiration, and oxidative-stress pathways in S. cerevisiae
(baker's yeast), we show here how changes in UV-excited auto-
uorescence spectrum shape are better interpreted as having
metabolic rather than non-metabolic origins (e.g., due to the
polarity of the added chemical).

First, we present a direct illustration of metabolic-pathway
discrimination by demonstrating how sequentially-induced
responses affecting the same pathway follow two-component
behavior, while responses affecting different pathways show
non-two-component behavior. Next, to help rule out a non-
metabolic interpretation, we show how the same chemical
(i.e., cyanide) induces an autouorescence response dependent
on incubation in glucose, producing a non-two-component
response consistent with having different initial metabolic
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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states. Conversely, we show how chemicals of differing polari-
ties (i.e., various alcohols) induce autouorescence responses
which collectively follow two-component behavior, in agree-
ment with the alcohols having similar modes of metabolic
action.

To illustrate a situation where the chemical added is known
to interact with the uorophore, we show how metabolic effects
of 2-thenoyltriuoroacetone (TTFA) can be observed despite
TTFA acting as a uorescence quencher. Finally, we explore
a potential application by comparing NADPH- and NADH-
related responses through sequential chemical perturbations
inducing either oxidative stress or respiratory inhibition.

Methods

Reviews on cellular and tissue autouorescence32–35 are avail-
able, and details regarding the spectroscopic system, sample
preparation, and spectral phasor calculations16 are described
previously. Briey, the excitation source is a nitrogen-gas
discharge laser (model GL-3300, Photon Technology Interna-
tional) having a 1 ns nominal pulse width at 337 nm wave-
length. Spectra are acquired using a spectrograph (model MS
125, Spectra-Physics/Newport) coupled to a time-gated intensi-
ed CCD (ICCD) (model iStar 734, Andor) with a picosecond-
resolution digital delay generator (DDG) for controlling gate
delay. An optical constant fraction discriminator (model OCF-
401, Becker & Hickl) is used to sense the excitation pulse and
serves as a low temporal-jitter reference for gate-delay timing.
So that the sample's emission falls within the range of gate
delays accessible by the ICCD/DDG, a 25 m optical ber is used
to delay the excitation pulse from arriving at the sample.
Emission is ltered through a 385 nm long-pass lter and
collected at 90-degrees from the excitation using a separate ber
optic, delivering light to the spectrograph/ICCD. The spectro-
graph utilizes a 400 l mm�1 grating, and the system is calibrated
for wavelength using a mercury-argon lamp (cat. no. 6035,
Newport). The 1024 � 1024 pixel CCD chip is fully binned along
one axis during readout. The measured spectral width of atomic
lines is 2 nm with the 1024-channel output spanning a wave-
length range from 400 to 650 nm.

The ICCD gate opens 5 ns prior to signal arrival and inte-
grates for 80 ns. (Note that although the system is capable of
nanosecond-gated detection, only time-integrated signals are
considered in this study.) A full spectrum is collected for each
excitation pulse, although spectra are averaged over multiple
pulses to increase peak-signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). The CCD is
temperature regulated, and the CCD dark current is subtracted
from measured spectra prior to analysis.

To minimize background uorescence, S. cerevisiae samples
are grown on YPD agar medium (cat. no. Y1000, TekNova),
rather than liquid medium, for two or three days. Prior to
measurement, cells are triple washed in phosphate-buffered
saline (PBS, cat. no. 20012, Life Technologies). Cells are then
resuspended in PBS, having a density of approximately 107 cells
per ml, as determined from a measurement of absorbance.
Samples are not temperature regulated; room temperature is
measured at 22� 2 �C. Measurements are performed in a quartz
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
cuvette open to air, and samples are continuously stirred during
all measurements. Samples prepared on agar and suspended in
PBS in this manner were conrmed to have a UV-excited auto-
uorescence intensity that responds to oxygenation and to
additions of cyanide, ethanol, and glucose36 in manner similar
to starved yeast cultures maintained in a batch reactor.37

Metabolic responses are induced aer the autouorescence
spectrum is observed to reach a steady state, approximately
30 min aer resuspension in PBS (60 min for samples involving
incubation in D-glucose). A spectral measurement is made
approximately every 30 s during real time monitoring. No
photobleaching is observed at this monitoring interval. To
induce a metabolic response, potassium cyanide (cat. no.
60178, Sigma-Aldrich) in PBS, D-glucose (cat. no. 49139, Sigma-
Aldrich) in PBS, 2-deoxy-D-glucose (cat. no. D8375, Sigma-
Aldrich) in PBS, L-glucose (cat. no. G5500, Sigma-Aldrich) in
PBS, an alcohol (methanol, cat. no. 154903; ethanol, cat. no.
459828; 1-propanol, cat. no. 256404; 2-propanol, cat. no.
650447; or 1-butanol, cat. no. B7906; Sigma-Aldrich), TTFA (cat.
no. T27006, Sigma-Aldrich) in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO, cat.
no. 41639, Sigma-Aldrich), or diamide (cat. no. 02101527, MP
Biomedicals) in DMSO is added to the cuvette to the nal
concentrations specied. For alcohols, a spectroscopic grade is
used if available. The volume increase upon chemical addition
is limited to no more than 2%. No more than 1 vol% DMSO is
present in the sample; no autouorescence response is
observed for a DMSO-only control.

For solution measurements, 10 mMNADPH (cat. no. N20140,
Research Products International) or 10 mM NADH (cat. no.
N8129, Sigma-Aldrich) is prepared in 20 mM 3-
morpholinopropane-1-sulfonic acid (MOPS) buffer, adjusted to
pH 7.4 using sodium hydroxide. Measurements are performed
in a quartz cuvette open to air. Samples are continuously stirred
during all measurements. TTFA or diamide in DMSO is added
to the NADPH or NADH solution to the nal concentration
specied.

Spectrum shape is quantied using spectral phasors.24,26,29,38

For N spectral channels, the phasor A for an observed spectrum
F is

A ¼
X
j

Fj e
i
2p
N
j : (1)

The sum is over the spectral channel j (i.e., detector pixel), and F
is normalized to the integrated intensity over the interval. The
real and imaginary components of phasor A are

ReðAÞ ¼
X
j

Fj cos

�
2p

N
j

�

ImðAÞ ¼
X
j

Fj sin

�
2p

N
j

� : (2)

Plots of Re(A) vs. Im(A) are useful as a graphical representation
of the spectrum shape.

The analytic utility of a phasor approach is that spectral
phasors of emission from a two-component mixture are
collinear on a spectral phasor plot. Assuming spectrum F is
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 41526–41535 | 41527
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a linear combination of spectra F1 and F2 weighted by a fraction
a ranging from 0 to 1, we have

A ¼
X
j

Fj e
i
2p
N
j ¼

X
j

�
aF1;j þ ð1� aÞF2;j

�
ei
2p
N
j

¼ aA1 þ ð1� aÞA2: (3)

Because a phasor behaves graphically as vector with compo-
nents (Re(A), Im(A)), eqn (3) represents a collinear set of pha-
sors. In our metabolic interpretation, a “two-component
mixture” refers to the ensemble of forms associated with the
activated and inhibited state of pathways related to a given
added chemical.

Additionally if F ¼ aF1 + (1 � a)F2 + Fbg, where Fbg is a spec-
trum unaffected by the chemical added, then A¼ aA1 + (1� a)A2
+ Abg and the phasor shi DA becomes

DA ¼ Afinal � Ainitial ¼ (afinal � ainitial)A1 + (ainitial � afinal)A2,(4)

where “initial” and “nal” refer to values before and aer the
induced response. Therefore plots of the change in real and
imaginary components are useful when comparing responses
over multiple samples since only the induced response is rep-
resented. Collinearity in such a plot, that is parallel phasor
shis, also represents a two-component response.

Note that while the phasor value itself depends on the
spectral interval used in eqn (1), the choice of interval does not
affect the collinearity of phasor values associated with a two-
component system.16 Nonetheless, we nd that good contrast
(large ratio of phasor shis to spread in phasor points) is ach-
ieved when the interval is centered on the spectrum and is
broad enough to capture relevant spectral features; the interval
used here is indicated in each gure caption. Additional
examples and discussion of how measurement parameters,
including the spectral interval and SNR, affect measurement are
found in previous studies.16,24,36

Results

Fig. 1a shows the autouorescence monitored during sequen-
tial additions of ethanol then cyanide to cellular samples.
Because ethanol and cyanide are both oxidation inhibitors, the
emission intensity increases with each chemical addition. The
directions of the spectral phasor shi differ and are not
collinear, and so a two-component model cannot account for
the observed change in spectrum shape. Non-two component
behavior suggests different pathways are being affected for each
chemical addition, consistent with ethanol and cyanide having
distinct modes of action – ethanol is believed to have effects at
multiple points,39–41 while cyanide is known to inhibit the
aerobic oxidative pathway.42

By comparison, Fig. 1b shows the autouorescence response
to two sequential additions of D-glucose, then 2-deoxy-D-glucose.
An intensity change is observed aer each addition – an
intensity increase for each D-glucose addition and an intensity
decrease for the 2-deoxy-D-glucose addition. In this case,
however, the spectral phasor shis are collinear. Each D-glucose
addition results in shis of similar direction with the 2-deoxy-D-
41528 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 41526–41535
glucose addition shiing in an opposite direction. The collin-
earity is consistent with a two-component change, that is, the
activation and inhibition associated with a single pathway or
mode of action for D-glucose and 2-deoxy-D-glucose.43

Because NADH is solvatochromic, an alternate interpretation
for these results is that the change in spectrum shape is simply
a response to a change in solvent polarity when chemicals are
added. As evidence for a metabolic interpretation, Fig. 1c shows
the autouorescence response to two additions of glucose,
although this time of glucose enantiomers (L-glucose then D-
glucose), prior to the 2-deoxy-D-glucose addition. Despite having
similar physico-chemical properties, L-glucose induces no
response in either the emission intensity or spectrum shape,
consistent with the L enantiomer not having metabolic
activity.44 The D-glucose and 2-deoxy-D-glucose shis are again
collinear and in opposite directions.

Next, we consider whether the non-collinearity in Fig. 1a is
due to the difference in polarity between ethanol and cyanide.
Fig. 2 shows the autouorescence response to cyanide added to
the same nal concentration for cellular suspensions incubated
at different glucose levels. While the addition of cyanide results
in an increased intensity in each case, the temporal response
and phasor shi direction differ despite the samples having had
the same change in cyanide concentration.

Fig. 3 shows the converse situation, showing auto-
uorescence responses induced by chemicals of differing
polarities (i.e., various alcohols) added to cellular samples
resulting in collinear phasor shis consistent with two-
component emission. Further, the magnitudes of intensity
increase and phasor shi correlate with the smallest to largest
effects seen for methanol, 2-propanol, 1-butanol, 1-propanol,
then ethanol. This trend is comparable to the previously
observed inhibition of cellular respiration by these alcohols.41

The two-component autouorescence response is also consis-
tent with these alcohols having a similar mode of metabolic
action.41

As an example of applying the two-component assessment,
we nd that a metabolic response may still be detected despite
having optical artifacts present. TTFA (a complex II inhibitor45)
quenches NADH uorescence, as shown in solution measure-
ments (Fig. 4a), and yet respiratory inhibition is detectable via
a diminished cyanide-induced intensity and spectral response
(Fig. 4b). Phasor shis of the cyanide-induced autouorescence
response are collinear despite the presence of a TTFA, and not
collinear with the phasor shi produced by TTFA quenching in
the corresponding cellular sample. This is consistent with
cyanide and TTFA having different modes of action on
autouorescence.

In a second example, we nd that NADPH- and NADH-
related responses can be distinguished during sequential
additions of diamide and cyanide. Diamide, a general oxidant,46

decreases the emission intensity of NADPH and NADH solu-
tions (Fig. 5a). Diamide also decreases the autouorescence
intensity (Fig. 5b and c), though with a more rapid response
time than in solution. The diamide-induced phasor shi in cells
is small, but its direction is reproducible and not strongly
dependent on diamide concentration. Shis in solution and in
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018



Fig. 1 Autofluorescence response to the sequential additions of chemicals affecting different and same pathways. (a) Response to ethanol (340
mM) then cyanide (8 mM). (b) Response to D-glucose (added twice, 1 mM, 2 mM) then 2-deoxy-D-glucose (4 mM). (c) Response to L-glucose (4
mM), D-glucose (2mM), then deoxy-D-glucose (4mM). Concentrations are final concentrations. The cell density is approximately 107 cells perml.
For all columns, plots are emission spectra (top), spectrally-integrated emission intensity (middle), and spectral phasors (bottom). A change in
color and symbol indicates a chemical addition and are used consistently within a column. Red is prior to any chemical addition. Intensities have
been normalized to the value prior to chemical addition. Phasor analysis is performed over the first 400 pixels (400–500 nm wavelength range).
Average and standard deviation for phasor values are shown in larger symbol for emphasis. A linear fit is shown to facilitate assessment of
collinearity. Data shown are representative with variations in SNR due to the manual alignment of system optics. The variations in error bars are
largely due to the SNR of the emission spectra. Results for each column have been reproduced in at least three independently prepared samples.
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cells are not collinear, suggesting a difference in the emission
quenching process, and so the autouorescence response
appears to have a metabolic component. The subsequent
addition of cyanide increases the autouorescence intensity
(Fig. 5b and c) with the fractional change not strongly depen-
dent on diamide concentration (+62.44 � 0.02% at 200 mM
diamide and +61.9 � 0.1% at 2 mM diamide, calculated using
the rst 10 min of data aer cyanide addition for three or more
independently prepared samples at each concentration). Phasor
shis for diamide- and cyanide-induced responses are not
collinear at low diamide concentration and difficult to assess at
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
high diamide concentration, although shis along the real
phasor axis at both concentrations follow similar behavior.
Discussion

Previous work has shown that, despite its solvatochromic
properties, quantitative sensing of NADH conformation in
solution based on analysis of emission spectrum shape is
possible, for example, by producing a free energy of solvent
denaturation consistent with values obtained from more direct
measurements of conformation.47 Here, we evidence the spec-
troscopic sensing of conformation in vivo by using the same
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 41526–41535 | 41529



Fig. 2 Autofluorescence response to the addition of cyanide after
incubation at various D-glucose concentrations. (a) Spectrally-inte-
grated emission intensity. (b) Spectral phasors. Incubations are at no
glucose (red), 3 mM glucose (blue), and 10 mM glucose (green)
incubations. Cyanide (8 mM) is added at t ¼ 0 min. The cell density is
approximately 107 cells per ml. Intensities have been normalized to the
value prior to chemical addition. Phasor analysis is performed over the
first 400 pixels (400–500 nm wavelength range). Open symbols in the
phasor plot are for times prior to chemical addition. Average and
standard deviation for phasor positions are shown in larger symbol for
emphasis. Note the shift in initial phasor positions is due to the various
levels of glucose incubation and likely represents differences in initial
metabolic state. Data shown are representative. Results at each
glucose level have been reproduced in at least three independently
prepared samples.
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analysis approach to assess the two-component behavior of
autouorescence spectrum shape during chemically-induced
changes to fermentation, respiration, and oxidative-stress
pathways. Given that the signal is an ensemble emission of
41530 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 41526–41535
the various forms, a two-component response means that the
emission is adequately modeled as a mixture of two ensembles
(e.g., the ensembles associated a metabolic pathway being
activated and inhibited) without requiring additional ensem-
bles to describe response behavior. Note that “pathway” in this
context might not be a single biochemical pathway, but rather
refers to the cumulative contribution to the emission spectrum
shape.

We conrmed previously that heat-treated, non-viable S.
cerevisiae samples did not exhibit a change in time-integrated
autouorescence spectrum shape when cyanide, ethanol, or
glucose was added.36 While this was evidence that observed
responses were metabolic, a negative observation does not
preclude the possibility that the two-component nature of the
spectral response involved non-metabolic factors such as
chemical polarities. With the positive observations presented
here, it is shown that a metabolic interpretation better accounts
for observed autouorescence responses. For example, the
metabolically inactive L-glucose, which is physically similar to D-
glucose, produces no autouorescence response, while D-
glucose and 2-deoxy-D-glucose induce opposite two-component
responses (Fig. 1). Next, we nd that the same cyanide addition
induces a response dependent on sample incubation which as
a whole does not follow two-component behavior (Fig. 2),
presumably due to the differential response of the initial
metabolic states. Conversely, alcohols of differing polarities all
result in two-component responses consistent with each alcohol
having a similar mode of action (Fig. 3).

Physical arguments also suggest non-metabolic factors are
unlikely. For NADH in solution, a concentration of several
molar methanol is required to produce changes in spectrum
shape comparable to those seen here using millimolar-levels of
alcohol.47 It is also unlikely that results are due to a local
enhancement of solvent effects due to ligand binding because
the binding site is not in spatial proximity to the NADH binding
site, e.g., cyanide binds to complex IV while NADH binds to the
mitochondrial NADH dehydrogenases in S. cerevisiae.48

Even when a uorescence quencher is present, a metabolic
response is detectable using spectral phasors. Respiratory
inhibition by TTFA can be sensed via a subsequently dimin-
ished cyanide-induced autouorescence response despite
TTFA's quenching of NADH uorescence (Fig. 4). The non-
collinearity of TTFA- and cyanide-induced phasor shis is
consistent with the sensing of their distinct modes of action.
Note that a cyanide-induced intensity increase correlates with
the magnitude of the phasor shi, although there remains
a detectable phasor shi at 1000 mM TTFA where no intensity
change is observed. Functional measurements are needed to
resolve this contradiction, which may be due to quenching.

Next, methods using excited-state lifetime12 and genetically-
encoded uorescent sensors49 have been developed for sepa-
rating NADPH/NADH responses, signicant because NADPH
and NADH have nearly identical emission characteristics50

(collectively referred to as NAD(P)H) and yet have distinct
metabolic roles – NADP+/NADPH is a component of the cellular
antioxidation system while NAD+/NADH is involved in energy
metabolism and mitochondrial function.51 Here, Fig. 5
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018



Fig. 3 Autofluorescence response to the addition of various alcohols. (a) Spectrally-integrated emission intensity. (b) Spectral phasors. (c)
Spectral phasors shifted such that the initial phasor values are coincident at the origin. (d) Comparison with cellular respiration reported by
Carlsen et al.41 The alcohols are methanol (black diamond), ethanol (red square), 1-propanol (blue circle), 2-propanol (orange inverted triangle),
and 1-butanol (green upright triangle). All final concentrations are 144 mM alcohol. The cell density is approximately 107 cells per ml. Intensities
have been normalized to the value prior to chemical addition. Phasor analysis is performed over the first 400 pixels (400–500 nm wavelength
range). Open and filled phasor symbols are for conditions before and after chemical addition. The spread in phasor points is comparable to Fig. 1
and 2, so only the average and standard deviation are shown for clarity. A linear fit is shown to facility assessment of collinearity. Data shown are
representative. Results for each alcohol have been reproduced in at least three independently prepared samples. The alcohol-induced change in
autofluorescence intensity (Dint) and phasor shift are calculated using the first 10min of data after alcohol addition. The percent change in cellular
respiration (Dresp) is normalized to alcohol concentration.

Paper RSC Advances
demonstrates the potential for spectral discrimination of
NADPH- and NADH-related response by observing non-two-
component behavior in the phasor shis induced using
diamide and cyanide.

Although diamide quenches the emission of both NADPH
and NADH, the non-two-component behavior of diamide-
induced shis between solution and cellular samples suggests
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
the quenching process differs, indicating a possible metabolic
component to the autouorescence response. By comparison,
the cyanide-induced intensity and phasor responses remain
similar to earlier measurements (Fig. 4b), although we have not
determined whether the difference at low and high diamide
concentrations is due to a change in metabolic response to
cyanide or to the quenching mechanism, e.g., to the role
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 41526–41535 | 41531



Fig. 4 Detection of a metabolic response in presence of a fluorescence quencher. (a) Quenching of NADH (10 mM in MOPS buffer) emission by
TTFA (1 mM) in solution. (b) Autofluorescence response to sequential additions of TTFA (various concentrations) and cyanide (1 mM).
Concentrations are final concentrations. A change in color and symbol indicates a chemical addition and are used consistently within a column.
Red is prior to any chemical addition. Phasor analysis is performed over the first 400 pixels (400–500 nm wavelength range). For solution
measurements, plots are emission spectra (top), spectrally-integrated emission intensity (middle), and spectral phasors (bottom). TTFA addition
results in significant quenching of NADH fluorescence and a change in spectrum shape. To facilitate comparison of spectrum shape, the
spectrum after TTFA addition has been scaled (light blue) to minimize the least-squared difference with the emission spectrum prior to TTFA
addition. For cellular measurements, results are for four TTFA concentrations (0, 300, 500, 1000 mM). As TTFA concentration is increased,
spectrally-integrated emission intensity (top) shows a greater intensity decrease upon TTFA addition and lesser intensity increase upon
subsequent cyanide addition. The percent change in cyanide-induced response (middle) decreases with increasing TTFA concentration. When
plotting the change (D) in spectral phasor value (bottom), the TTFA-induced shift is larger and the cyanide-induced shift is smaller as the TTFA
concentration increases. Phasor analysis is performed over the first 400 pixels (400–500 nmwavelength range). Each data point is the average of
three independently prepared samples. Error bars are the standard error of the mean for three samples. Linear fits are shown to facilitate
comparison of collinearity between TTFA- and cyanide-induced shifts.

RSC Advances Paper
a photophysical process like photoinduced electron transfer
plays in the observed response. Regardless, phasor analysis is
able to discriminate between the cyanide- and diamide-induced
41532 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 41526–41535
response and so further development of the approach may be
worthwhile.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018



Fig. 5 Autofluorescence response to chemical additions related to oxidative stress and respiratory inhibition. (a) Response of emission from
NADPH (10 mM in MOPS buffer) and NADH (10 mM in MOPS buffer) solutions to diamide (2 mM). (b) Autofluorescence response to sequential
additions of diamide (200 mM) and cyanide (8 mM). (c) Autofluorescence response to sequential additions of diamide (2 mM) and cyanide (8 mM).
Concentrations are final concentrations. For all columns, plots are emission spectra (top), spectrally-integrated emission intensity (middle), and
spectral phasors (bottom). For (a), measurements on NADPH are in red and NADH are in blue; for (b) and (c), a change in color and symbol
indicates a chemical addition and are used consistently within a column. Red is prior to any chemical addition. To facilitate comparison of
spectrum shape for solution measurements, the spectrum after diamide addition has been scaled (light red, light blue) to minimize the least-
squared difference with the emission spectrum prior to diamide addition. For all columns, intensities have been normalized to the value prior to
chemical addition. Phasor analysis is performed over the first 400 pixels (400–500 nm wavelength range). Average and standard deviation for
phasor values are shown in larger symbol for emphasis. For solution measurements, the average and standard deviation are calculated using data
starting 10 min after diamide addition. Data shown are representative. Results for each column have been reproduced in at least three inde-
pendently prepared samples.
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An additional issue related to distinguishing NADPH and
NADH emission is whether the autouorescence responses
shown previously (Fig. 1–4) are due to NADH alone. While
chemicals were selected for their known action on NADH-
related pathways, cellular NADPH and NADH pools are con-
nected via biochemical pathways.13 In assessing the role NADPH
might play in those situations, note that Fig. 5 shows a relatively
small diamide-induced phasor shi that appears insensitive to
diamide concentration and that is not in the direction of shis
seen in most other cases. This suggests the responses presented
in Fig. 1–4 are not associated with oxidative stress and that the
NADH-based interpretation is the predominant effect, although
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
we cannot conclude that there are no contributions from
changes in the NADPH pool. Continued development of the
approach may reveal a more nuanced interpretation involving
NADPH and NADH metabolisms.

Although a less direct physical measure of conformation,
autouorescence spectrum shape is sensitive to changes in
cellular NADH forms. Using a phasor approach to assess two-
component behavior, we demonstrate a metabolic interpreta-
tion for spectral changes during chemically-induced metabolic
response, thus going beyond the “free vs. protein bound”
description of conformation, making the dynamical nature of
the conformational ensemble observable in real time. More
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 41526–41535 | 41533
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generally, we have illustrated how a phasor approach can be
a useful tool for understanding changes in spectral signals in
terms of a two-component interpretation.
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